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[image: A mashup of Quick Sampler and Alchemy, Logic's new stock plugin uses granular, additive and spectral synthesis to manipulate source audio]





How to use Sample Alchemy, Logic Pro's wildly creative new hybrid sampler-synthesizer plugin
A mashup of Quick Sampler and Alchemy, Logic's new stock plugin uses granular, additive and spectral synthesis to manipulate source audio
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Sonicware's new synth captures the gloriously retro sound of the Sega Genesis
Mega Synthesis faithfully recreates the YM2612 chip that gave so many beloved '80s and '90s video games their lo-fi sound
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Floating Knobs serves up an appetizing new instrument with the Cuisine performance sequencer
The recently launched brand says Cuisine is "ready to spice up your system with intricate rhythmic arrangements, organic patterns and polyrhythms"
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Former Arturia V Collection developer releases Polaris, a fast and furious Android music-making app that embraces the trend for ‘DAW-less’ beatmaking



By

Ben Rogerson 

published 10 April 24




Six-track groovebox offers sample and synth engines and step modulation
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Ride's Mark Gardener: "I’m definitely a gear nerd, but I had to stop otherwise I’d have gone bankrupt"



By

Danny Turner 

published 10 April 24




The Ride frontman chats to Danny Turner about the shoegaze tag and the driving force behind their seventh album, Interplay
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"It puts ease-of-use, speed and versatility ahead of sound design depth – at least when it comes to the hardware": Arturia AstroLab review



By

Si Truss 

published 9 April 24


	€1599




Those hoping for the full V Collection experience in hardware form might be disappointed. But, as we discover, AstroLab’s simplicity is its biggest selling point
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The ultimate guide to Eurorack percussion: "Modular synthesis opens up a world of sound design that is hard to find anywhere else"



By

Future Music 

published 9 April 24




Master your modular percussion patches
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Behringer releases a free Vintage synth plugin, but you might struggle to download it



By

Ben Rogerson 

published 9 April 24




It’s yours for nothing… if the page you’re looking for can ever be found
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“A well made budget headphone that can handle both mixing and recording duties”: the t.bone HD 815 review



By

Jon Musgrave 

published 8 April 24


	£28
	€32
	$29




Headphones designed for both recording and mixing? We're intrigued
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"In the late ’90s and early ’00s equipment was so fetishised. I’ve been in fancy studios that have all these iconic machines which are like museum pieces now, but they’re constantly breaking": Naum Gabo on 20 years of progress



By

Danny Turner 

published 8 April 24




Two decades after first starting, Jonnie Wilkes and James Savage finally release their debut Naum Gabo LP, F. Lux. Danny Turner learns more
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“A new standard in AI music”: Soundation’s Gennie brings automatic text-to-audio sample generation to its online DAW



By

Ben Rogerson 

published 8 April 24




A Gennie for your thoughts?
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“A large nearfield with great balance and excellent cohesive imaging”: PreSonus Eris Pro 8 review



By

Jon Musgrave 

published 7 April 24


	£429 each
	€411 each
	$499 each




Well designed coaxial monitors can offer substantial sonic benefits. We hook one up
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“A powerful mix tool that does a lot to justify its ‘pro’ price point”: Oeksound Bloom review



By

Si Truss 

published 6 April 24


	£169
	€199
	$209




Following the widely-loved Soothe, we ask if Oeksound’s latest might become another must-have
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5 pieces of '90s studio gear that we need back right now: "Making music in the '90s, you needed an awful lot of awfully average music gear, a lot of space and a vivid imagination"



By

Andy Jones 

published 6 April 24




1990s music gear might be a bit rubbish compared to today's, but its genius was in its limitations…
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Audiotonix releases a build-it-yourself DJ mixer to encourage a new generation of sound engineers



By

Andy Jones 

published 5 April 24




As Kevin Costner might have said: "If you build it, you will learn"
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Solid State Logic goes off-road with Module8, an easy-to-use modulation plugin aimed at sound designers and experimentalists 



By

Andy Jones 

published 5 April 24




And you thought the company was all about grown-up mix plugins, right?
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The producer's guide to the Native Instruments Kontrol S61 Mk3: "Let’s zoom into the specifics of how the Kontrol keyboards work in practice, and how they can help you make music"



By

Future Music 

published 5 April 24




Get up to date with NI’s latest hardware ecosystem, discover how it works… and what all those acronyms are about
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"Say hello to a new, inspiring workflow": Tracktion adds clip launching and Wavetable Synth to Waveform Pro 13 update 



By

Andy Jones 

published 5 April 24




It gets the live performance workflow you'll recognise from Ableton, Logic and Bitwig, and might just be the tempter you need to switch DAWs
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Universal Audio launches Verve Analog Machines saturation effects, and makes the 'Essentials' version free until the end of April 



By

Andy Jones 

published 4 April 24




That's a freebie worth $99, if you act quick…
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At last! Behringer ships the MS-5, a "faithful reproduction" of the Roland SH-5



By

Andy Jones 

published 4 April 24




The long-promised synth is in the shops and yours for just $599
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Orbital on recording The Green Album: "We didn’t have multi-tracking equipment, so we’d get everything working and just run it out live. Any manipulation or synth magic would happen as it was going down - if you didn’t like it, you’d do it again"



By

Future Music 

published 4 April 24




Phil and Paul Hartnoll talk us through the debut album that started it all, track by track
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How to use FM and oscillator sync to bring synth bass to life



By

Future Music 

published 4 April 24




Spice up your bass sounds with this classic technique
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Roland updates its SP-404 sampler "in celebration of 404 Day" (and to v4.04, before you ask)



By

Andy Jones 

published 3 April 24




The update brings enhanced looping, multitrack output, Koala Sampler integration and a 15-waveform sound generator to the popular sampler
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1
Meet AstroLab, Arturia's greatest hits in a stage keyboard: 34 instruments, 10 synth engines and 1300 presets



	2
"He showed me some things that Charlie Patton and Robert Johnson had taught him – he knew those people": Hubert Sumlin, Howlin' Wolf and their legendary blues legacy 



	3
Behringer releases a free Vintage synth plugin, but you might struggle to download it



	4
“I chose the wrong key”: Mark Knopfler reveals the Dire Straits song that “didn’t come out the way I wanted”



	5
This $10 plugin could make your guitars sound straight off Metallica's Black Album: "Once an industry secret, now a plugin"
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1
Behringer releases a free Vintage synth plugin, but you might struggle to download it



	2
“Not doing singles”: Billie Eilish announces that her third album, Hit Me Hard And Soft, will be released on 17 May, and teases a journey "through a vast and expansive audio landscape”



	3
Like Jimi Hendrix before him, John Mayer is not averse to bringing his thumb in for chord fretting duties: here's some of that and more with 4 Mayer chords to try 



	4
Orbital on recording The Green Album: "We didn’t have multi-tracking equipment, so we’d get everything working and just run it out live. Any manipulation or synth magic would happen as it was going down - if you didn’t like it, you’d do it again"



	5
"We always recorded with Michael in the dark - he hated light": Engineer Bruce Swedien on the making of Michael Jackson's Thriller, track by track
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